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Sandy Hook Village is a district within the Town of Newtown. The Town of Newtown was settled in the early 18th century by a group
of families from Stratford and Milford. They were proprietors of common land and developed a village with houses and farms on 4
Acres with rights to farm outlying areas. As time went on settlers left the established village and settled in the outlying areas. Sandy
Hook Village was one of the first outlying settlements.
One of the main drivers to the settling of Sandy Hook was the Pootatuck River. The river lured early settlers who were intent on
setting up the saw and grist mills which were necessary for Newtown's continued growth. Although Sandy Hook did not grow
dramatically until the industrialization of the mid 19th century, there was a small but important community located on the banks of
the river only one year after Newtown became a town.
Another industry with which Sandy Hook has been associated was the manufacturing of rubber products. In the early 1850's, two
factories were built on the River adjacent to what is now Glen Road. They specialized in the production of rubberized clothing,
rubberized fabric fire hose and special rubber belts that drove machinery. After some time these factories concentrated solely on
the production of belting and fire hose and continued production until the mid 1970’s. Many of the workers lived in Sandy Hook
Village and the current pedestrian bridge just to the north of the village was built in the late 19th Century to shorten the walk from
Sandy Hook to the factories. It later serviced vehicles but has been recently transformed back to a pedestrian bridge that connects
Glen Road to Dayton Road and to the entrance of Al’s Trail.
The village population expanded around the industry and services were provided for the residents. Churches, shops, post office,
groceries, etc. were built along the main roads to Sandy Hook Village. These structures are still visible in the village and still
service the residents as originally intended or have been repurposed as restaurants, shops and business offices.
The village is currently growing at a rate of 14% per year and new, denser housing has been built and proposed due to Sandy
Hook Village’s walkability, access to the river, access to recreation and trails, and access to I84. The Village is also gaining a
reputation as a dining destination with new restaurants, bars and wine bars opening in the last ten years. The recently finished
streetscape has provided the Village with a whole new face and the start of a wayfinding system.
The tragedy of December 14, 2012 has greatly impacted the Village, the Town and the surrounding communities but with typical
New England fortitude, the Town of Newtown and Sandy Hook Village has worked hard to support its residents, its businesses and
the region. In 2013-2014, the Town obtained a grant to complete a Market and Branding Study and another grant in 2015 to
provide a more complete wayfinding strategy for the Village.
This plan is the product from the 2015 grant. The plan outlines a complete wayfinding strategy whose
outcome will be to provide the tools that will clearly direct visitors to the Village, through the
village and successfully leave the Village. The hope is that they will enjoy their visit and want
to continually return to Historic Newtown’s Sandy Hook Village.
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Summary of Market/ Brand presentation
In 2013-2014, the Town of Newtown and CT Main Street
Center provided the funding and support for a marketing
and branding study to provide Sandy Hook Village with an
economic recovery and growth strategy. The consultants
for the study were Arnett Muldrow and Associates and
NetMark Associates. The following is a summary of its
conclusions.
The current Sandy Hook Village customer base draws from
the local towns with the majority of visitors and customers
coming from Sandy Hook. The next largest visitor block
comes from Newtown followed by Southbury. The market
study concluded that due to the demographics of these
communities and their growth potential, especially Sandy
Hook, a focused marketing outreach to these three
communities would provide a major growth opportunity
for the village.
The study also concluded that the largest growth market in
the village is dining. Several restaurants have opened or
expanded and the village is starting to attain a reputation
of a dining destination. The market study identified other
key opportunities in retail such as home accessories shops,
specialty grocery /food shops, specialty clothing stores,
and targeted sporting goods. The goal is to capture 23
million in sales/ year. Their conclusion is to reach out to
retailers to open stores that will support Sandy Hook’s
local, walkable community.

The study discussed the three pronged organizational
structure for the economic development of the village. The
first is the town of Newtown’s Economic Development
Commission who will help in attracting businesses and
retail operations to the village, then SHOP who can provide
support to the businesses of the village and finally the
businesses and property owners who can spread the word
that Sandy Hook Village is the place to be.
The study analyzed the potential visitor/customer as a high
end, family oriented, busy individual who requires a
message to be simple, clean, and easy to digest. This will
influence how Sandy Hook will brand itself. The branding
study identified a clean architectural symbol that
represents Sandy Hook Village in the antique street light
on the bridge over the Pootatuck River. This light could be
the symbol of Sandy Hook Village. Then the study
discussed the branding statement developed with the
community. It ends with the tag line: A place within us all.
The study identified the fonts and colors that would be
used to develop the marketing materials. The study
provided examples of logos, signs, marketing materials.
The Sandy Hook Village Sign and Wayfinding
Plan is a continuation of this Market and
Branding study. This plan will use the market
research and the branding materials in
developing a sign and wayfinding plan.
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The Process
 SITE VISITS AND ASSESSMENT
 QUESTIONNAIRE
 FIRST COMMUNITY WORKSHOP
 INTERVIEWS
 REGULATION RESEARCH
 SIGN RESEARCH
 DIGITAL RESEARCH
 SECOND COMMUNITY WORKSHOP
 MORE SITE VISITS
 MORE INTERVIEWS
 MORE RESEARCH
 SEMIFINAL PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND PRESENTATION
 FINAL PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND PRESENTATION

9/10/15
SANDY HOOK SIGNAGE AND
WAYFINDING PLAN
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“Wayfinding encompasses all of the ways in which
people orient themselves in physical space and
navigate from place to place”
“Wayfinding is an experience, signage is a tool”
According to The Signage Foundation Urban Wayfinding Planning and Implementation Manual,
economic viability is influenced by wayfinding that enhances a municipality’s brand, eases the
visitors navigation and reinforces key destinations. Wayfinding should enrich and enhance the
experience within the municipality. It should define the place through direction and education.
The visitor becomes familiar with its boundaries, destinations and key features. It should
highlight complementary destinations to bring increased attendance to the municipality. It
should enhance the commercial brand through consistent signs and materials. It can provide
traffic and parking controls. It can promote walking and encourage interaction with the place.
Wayfinding is an important tool in a community’s economic development toolbox. It is an
experience and should be welcoming, friendly and comforting.
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The basic process of wayfinding
involves four stages:
• Orientation
• Route decision
• Route monitoring
• Destination recognition
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A wayfinding system is comprised of:
•

•
•
•
•

Signs
• Provide clear direction for vehicles and
pedestrians
• Communicate the culture of the community
• Complement the community’s configuration
and architecture
• Coordinate the design cues
• Color
• Typography
• Shape
• Logo
• Material
• Nomenclature
• Reduce sign clutter
• Adhere to state and local regulations and
guidelines
• Be easy to implement
• Be easy to maintain
Linked and complementary experiences
Hierarchy of elements
Edge identification that usually starts with
an experience from a vehicle
Direction and Trailblazing that continues
the vehicular experience until destination
which usually is a parking area

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Direction and trailblazing for the pedestrian
experience
• Navigates the pedestrian through the
municipality clearly and easily
• Navigates the pedestrian back to the parking
area
Education about the municipality
• Information about the municipality’s history
and assets
• Information about the municipality’s events
• Information about the municipality’s dining
and shopping opportunities
• Information about the municipality’s
businesses
Direction and Trialblazing for the vehicle to
the point of departure with a gateway that
thanks the visitor
Opportunities for expansion of the
wayfinding system
Links to digital applications
Implementation strategy
Maintenance strategy
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The following wayfinding
elements define the
community:

• Gateways that define the entry
• Vehicular wayfinding to provide
direction
• Trailblazing
• Parking
• Destination Signs
• Pedestrian Wayfinding
• Directional Signs
• Map signs
• Directories

• Destination identity
• Institutional signs
• On Premise Commercial signs
• Park/ Recreation/ Trail signs
• Directories
• Community identity
• Streetscape
• Banners
• Plantings
• Public Art
• Visitor Center or Kiosk
• Interpretative Signs
• Media and Print Support
• Websites
• Mobile Media
• Print Maps
• Directories
• QR codes
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Sequence of visitor wayfinding
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web Research
Set date and route
Use GPS therefore need ADDRESS
Highway signs confirm route
Trailblazers and directional signs
confirm route
WELCOME at the gateway
Direction to destination and/or
parking
Pedestrian wayfinding begins
Direction to destination
• Kiosk
• Map
• Mobile Apps
• Q Codes

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Learn more about the village
• Kiosk
• Interpretative signs
• Mobile app
• QR Codes
Hike or Bike or Fish
• Directional signs
• Gateway kiosk
• QR Codes
Dine and Shop
• Private commercial signs and directories
Visit businesses
• Private commercial signs and directories
Back to Parking
• Pedestrian direction signs
Leave via main road or limited
access highway
• GPS
• Direction signs
Gateway that says good bye and
thanks visitor
Mobile app push info to rate
destinations
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Typical Sign Family
•

Limited access highway signs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gateways
Direction and Trail blazers
Parking
Pedestrian directory and kiosks
Pedestrian trailblazers
Interpretative Signs
Recreation/Trail Signs
Destination Identity
Banner/flowers/ street light decoration
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Typical Sign Family
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Digital Applications
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• Ramp sign only at exit 10 off I 84
no signage at exit 11
• Small DOT directional sign at exit
10 not at exit 11
• Small DOT gateway signs at
Washington Avenue and Glen Road
• Street Layout
• Access from Exit 10 and main
spine road: Church Hill Road
• Access from Southbury: Glen
Road
• Access from Exit 11: Berkshire
Road turning into Washington
Avenue
• Minor Access from Riverside
Road
• Intersection at four corners and
traffic light
• Iconic Element
• Holiday tree at four corners

• Destinations
• Dining/drinking establishments
• Firehouse/School
• Churches
• Businesses
• Shops
• Laundry
• Vineyard
• River
• Al’s Trail
• Current Events
• Passport
• Lion’s Club Rubber Duck Race
• Choose Love free concerts
• Holiday tree lighting
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From exit 10

From exit 11
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Church Hill Road

Washington Avenue
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Glen Road

Riverside Road

The Four Corners
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The River
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Building Signs
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Building Signs
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Recreational
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Warning Signs
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Digital presence
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Existing Wayfinding Exit 10/Exit 11
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Existing Wayfinding Exit 10/Exit 11

EXISTING WAYFINDING SIGNS FROM EXITS 10&11 SCHEDULE

EX-01

EX-15

EX-02

EX-16
EX-17

EX-03
EX-18
EX-04
EX-19
EX-05
EX-20
EX-06

EX-21

EX-07

EX-22
EX-23

EX-08
EX-24
EX-09
EX-10

EX-25

EX-11

EX-26

EX-12

EX-27
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EX-13
EX-68
EX-14

Existing Wayfinding Exit 10/Exit 11
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Existing Wayfinding Sandy Hook Village

EXISTING VILLAGE WAYFINDING SCHEDULE

EX-28

EX-48

EX-29

EX-49

EX-30

EX-50

EX-31

EX-51

EX-32

EX-52

EX-33

EX-53

EX-34

EX-54
EX-55

EX-35

EX-56

EX-36

EX-57

EX-37
EX-38
EX-39

EX-58
EX-59
EX-60

EX-40
EX-61
EX-41
EX-62
EX-42
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EX-63
EX-43
EX-64
EX-44
EX-45

EX-65

EX-46
EX-66
EX-47

Existing Wayfinding Sandy Hook Village

EX-67
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Sandy Hook Village Existing Wayfinding Analysis
• No clear direction to the village from I 84
• Streetscape provides an identity to the village but ends abruptly on Washington
Avenue and Glen Road
• Limited identification of the dining destinations and shops in the village
• No identification of the recreational assets of the village
• No identification of the historical assets of the village
• Limited identification of the environmental assets of the village
• Limited identification of parking however strong warnings associated with
parking
• Somewhat intimidating warning signs re parking and safety
• Building signs have some limitations in effectiveness as wayfinding from vehicles
• No gateway on Glen Road which is a main access from Southbury
• No gateway on Riverside Road which is a minor access to the village
• River has been blocked by utilitarian elements thereby diminishing its natural
beauty
• Limited digital presence for the destination of Sandy Hook Village.
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Community Outreach
Most popular wayfinding tool that the community would like to see
implemented is the extension of the streetscape in several directions:
•
To exit 10 to connect to the I 84 bridge and the Newtown
Borough’s streetscape
•
To the new Sandy Hook Elementary School and the
Firehouse
•
To Pearl Street off of Washington Avenue
•
To the pedestrian bridge north of the Village
•
The next tool that the community felt was essential was that all
wayfinding signs should have a continuity in color, font, logo and look.
They want Sandy Hook Village to have its own identity.

Through the interview process several destinations were highlighted:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other tools discussed were better directions to the village from I 84,
gateways especially from exit 10, exit 11 and Glen Road, more
pedestrian signs that direct them to not only the businesses but the
recreational facilities, more interpretative signs that explain the
significance of Sandy Hook Village, and a better digital presence for the
Village.

And several Sandy Hook Village events were discussed:
The Passport event
The Lion’s Club Rubber Duck Race
The Holiday Tree Lighting
The Farmer’s Market
Grapes of Wrath Mountain Biking event at Vineyard
Concerts of Love
Other events in Newtown that have or could include Sandy Hook:
The Art Festival

There were other suggestions made during the process:
•

The third tool opened up discussion on a more concerning issue,
parking. The majority of the community responses wanted the parking
to be clearly marked . However this drew concern from some business
and property owners and opened a discussion as to what is private
parking and what is public parking. This plan’s scope cannot answer
these questions but will provide tools for marking the parking. A more
comprehensive parking study is recommended in order to plan parking
that will accommodate all the visitors and provide them with the
opportunity to park once and walk the Village. A park once policy will
require agreements between property owners as to what spaces are
available for public parking and the designation of certain parking
spaces as exclusive to certain businesses. The park once strategy
provides economic development as a visitor who strolls also shops,
stops for lunch or coffee and really enjoys the ambiance of the place.

The restaurants are a growing force in Sandy Hook Village
There are several recreational opportunities in and adjacent to
Sandy Hook
•
Al’s Trail
•
Pootatuck River and the Deep Brook Trout Stream
•
Newtown Forest Association properties with trails
•
Rocky Glen State Park
The McLaughlin Vineyard

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make the river a bigger asset to the village with more opportunities
to access
Highlight the history of Sandy Hook in the signs
Create a tri fold map of Sandy Hook
Give Sandy Hook Village its own identity
Identify Sandy Hook Village’s place within the region. Coordinate an
effort with surrounding communities
Identify Sandy Hook Village as the walkable village of Newtown
Try to get a grocery store in the Village to support the current and
future residents
Make the Village more woman friendly with safe parking and more
welcoming signs
Publicize the trails and improve the mapping and signage. Improve
parking for the trails
Promote the mountain biking and reach out to that community
Educate about and protect the river and trout stream
Highlight and improve the connections to Fairfield Hills property
and the borough
Provide denser housing in the village targeted to a younger market
If sharing parking, respect the property owner of the parking lot
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The community has been involved in the development of this plan since
the start. There have been meetings with SHOP, a survey, interviews
with key stakeholders, discussions with town officials and research
through CTDOT. The meetings included two workshops and a final
presentation. The outcomes from the discussions have illuminated
broader problems than this plan can discuss but it is important to note
them for future discussion and study by the Town of Newtown and
Sandy Hook Village.
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Community Outreach Conclusions
• Expand the streetscape
• Promote a walking village therefore introduce pedestrian signs and maps
• Promote the Sandy Hook Village brand
• Direct people from Newtown and I84Eastbound
• Educate people about the Sandy Hook historical and environmental assets
• Emphasize the dining/wine experience
• WELCOME Visitors through clear signage, easy parking, property
improvements, lighting, and accessible pedestrian routes
• Promote the community and cultural activities
• Promote the recreational assets including the fishing, hiking and biking
activities
• Incorporate digital access and wayfinding tools
• Address the parking, traffic and speeding issues
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EXISTIN G_COND ITIONS
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Challenges
• Topographic challenges at exit
10 that limits gateway
opportunities
• DOT signs at exits do not
direct to the village
• Parking is an issue that needs
further study
• Current condition of
Pootatuck River bank
• Lack of identity for
Recreational assets
• The tragedy
• I 84 separates the village from
the rest of Newtown
• Traffic and speeding

Opportunities
• Streetscape and potential
sidewalk connections across I
84 to the borough
• The River
• The Trails
• SHOP and the community
• Dining establishments
• Historic architecture of the
village
• The interesting connection
with the fire hose
• Walkable configuration
• The events
• The brownfield property
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Recommendations
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extend the streetscape using the same elements from
Church Hill Road to Exit 10, Washington Avenue to Pearl
Street, Riverside Road to the school and firehouse, and Glen
Road to the Dayton Road pedestrian bridge
Develop a sign suite that incorporates the Market and
Branding Study recommendations.
Develop wayfinding that supports the vehicular visitor
Improve digital access to Sandy Hook Village by hiring a
consultant in order to improve search engine optimization,
linkages, navigation tools, google business tools, and digital
applications
Assist the business owners in Sandy Hook Village in applying
for and obtaining logo signs in Interstate 84
Install a new Sandy Hook Village/ Newtown direction sign
at exit 10
Install a new Sandy Hook Village gateway close to Walnut
Tree Hill Road
Install new vehicular trailblazing signs to Sandy Hook
Village from Exit 10
Apply for an adopt the ramp sign for Sandy Hook Village at
exit 11
Install a new Sandy Hook Village gateway sign at exit 11
Install a Sandy Hook Village direction sign at intersection of
Wasserman Way and Berkshire Road
Install Sandy Hook Village trail blazing signs on Berkshire
Road
Improve the existing Sandy Hook Village gateway sign at
Pearl Street to read Welcome Sandy Hook Village and install
plantings and lighting.
Install Sandy Hook Village gateway sign at Walnut Tree Hill
Road and Glen Road
Install Sandy Hook Village trailblazing signs on Glen Road
Install Al’s Trail and Rocky Glen State Park direction signs
on Glen Road and Church Hill Road

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Install Sandy Hook Village Parking direction signs for
private parking and municipal parking
Install a Welcome to Sandy Hook Village sign on Riverside
Road near firehouse.
Install street light pole decorations including banners and
holiday lights on all street lights. Use a smaller more
triangular banner on shorter poles and larger banners on
poles at four corners.
Encourage property owners to install complementary
commercial building signage that works with the Sandy
Hook design district guidelines and highlights the building
address
Develop wayfinding that supports the pedestrian visitor
Install pedestrian scale Sandy Hook Village direction signs
and kiosks with maps and directions and QR Codes at
Church Hill Road, the pedestrian bridges, the proposed
municipal parking area and Washington Avenue
Install an icon element at the intersection such as the
firehose sculpture
Install recreational markers for Al’s Trail
Install interpretive signs with QR codes throughout Sandy
Hook Village describing the environmental assets and
challenges of the village
Install a “Museum on the Streets” sign program that
highlights all the historic and architectural assets of Sandy
Hook Village
Install new recreational gateways for Al’s trail at the Dayton
Road pedestrian bridge entrance and the church entrance
Encourage property owners to install welcoming/ directory
signs that direct the pedestrian within their building and/or
development. Signs should follow the Sandy Hook Design
District guidelines and have welcoming language. If the sign
is a warning sign it should be worded in such a way as to
make the visitor feel that they are still welcomed to visit but
that their health and wellbeing is a priority (example: for
your safety, please do not lean on the fence).
Encourage property owners to maintain their entire
properties including the rear of the buildings, the parking
areas, the landscape areas, the dumpsters, etc. Pedestrians
will return to a place they feel is safe and well cared for.
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Proposed Wayfinding Exits 10 & 11
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Proposed Wayfinding Exits 10 & 11

The Plan
PR-01

PR-02

PR-03

PR-04

PR-05

PR-06

PR-07
PR-08

Proposed Wayfinding Exits 10 & 11
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Proposed Wayfinding Sandy Hook Village - Vehicular

The Plan

PR-04

PR-05

PR-06

PR-09
PR-10

PR-11

PR-12
PR-13
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PR-14
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PR-15

Proposed Wayfinding Sandy Hook Village - Vehicular
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Proposed Wayfinding Sandy Hook Village - Pedestrian

The Plan

PR-21
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PR-22
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PR-07
PR-16
PR-17
PR-18

PR-19

PR-20

Proposed Wayfinding Sandy Hook Village - Pedestrian

GATEWAY
Proposed Wayfinding Signs
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GATEWAY
Proposed Wayfinding Signs
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PARKING
Proposed Wayfinding Signs
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Proposed Wayfinding Pavement Marking Examples
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Proposed Wayfinding Street Light Pole Decoration Examples
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Proposed Wayfinding Icon

• Develop a graphic map that can be mounted on kiosk, be a
downloadable map from website and can be a print item that
is handed out around the village
• Develop a brochure that highlights all the assets and
events in the village
• Develop a brochure highlighting the historical and
environmental assets with a walking tour
• Develop a brochure highlighting the recreational assets
and support services and stores
• Develop a dining brochure that includes coupons and
special deal nights
• Work within a Get Hooked on Sandy Hook promotional
campaign

Proposed Maps and Brochures
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• Continue to develop a strong web presence with Search
Engine Optimization for Sandy Hook and Sandy Hook Village
• Connect to Google Places and other digital business sites
• Create an interactive map on website with parking locations,
amenities, destinations and events
• Create a Newtown site with Sandy Hook Village on virtual
tourist.com, tripadvisor.com, expedia.com
• Work with Ctvisit.com to expand Sandy Hook Village presence
• Ensure that all digital information is compatible with Iphone,
droid, and tablets
• Ensure that all digital information is simple and trackable,
expandable and adaptable, responsive to new
technologies, and customizable
• Use QR codes that can access all digital information: maps,
websites, brochure
• Develop a Sandy Hook Village App with information above
• Encourage all businesses to link to SHOP website

Proposed Digital Guidelines
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•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Develop a parking plan that identifies all existing parking, what the parking needs of the village are, how that
parking is distributed, what is the potential parking available, can a park once strategy be incorporated, can
agreements be made between property owners to encourage a park once strategy, what role does municipal
parking play and how much is needed, how will parking be distributed to the recreational assets of the village, can
on street parking on Church Hill Road be installed to alleviate parking issues and calm traffic, and what
organization will administer the parking plan.
Develop a plan for a river walk that connects the Dayton Road pedestrian bridge to the village, to the river along
Glen Road, across Church Hill road to the area behind 100 Church Hill road, along the river to Al’s Trail behind the
church. A river walk with benches, gathering areas, lighting and signage could become a major asset to the village.
Encourage all property owners to develop their riverfront for visual and pedestrian access.
Develop a municipal parking/ pocket park plan for the brownfield site on Glen Road.
Continue to implement the 2014 Market and Branding Study in order to outreach first to potential
visitors/customers in Newtown and Southbury and then to potential visitors/customers from the rest of the
Housatonic Region and New York State.
Develop a “Get Hooked on Sandy Hook” promotional plan that highlights all the assets of Sandy Hook Village.
Include the dining, winery and wine bar, shopping, historic buildings, fire hose industry, recreation (hiking, biking
and fishing), the river walk discussed above, and the walkable village.
Promote a greater collaborative role with Newtown in such events as the art festival, the farmers market,
recreational hikes and rides, fitness events, taste of events, races, concerts, fall festivals, etc. The goal is to entice
more people from Newtown to cross I 84 to Sandy Hook Village.
Reach out to regional organizations such as the Western Connecticut Cultural Alliance and work with them to
develop strategic partnerships in promoting the assets of Sandy Hook as part of a “Visit the Housatonic Region”
initiative.
Develop a public relations plan to manage the message and deal with the media for the opening of the Sandy
Hook Elementary school, the opening of a memorial and anniversaries of the December 14th tragedy.

Proposed Digital Guidelines
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• SHOP should spearhead and monitor the implementation of the sign
and wayfinding plan
• Newtown Economic Development Commission and the Town of
Newtown should assist SHOP in the implementation and funding of
the plan
• SHOP should involve all stakeholders in the implementation process
• The Town of Newtown should adjust any municipal codes to meet
the goals of the plan
• SHOP and the Town of Newtown should look for diverse funding
sources
• All permits will need to be reviewed by CTDOT and the Town of
Newtown agencies
• SHOP and the Town of Newtown should fund and implement a
comprehensive maintenance strategy
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Recommendations
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• Federal and state grants for streetscape, safety improvements,
accessible route improvements and economic development
• DEEP grants for interpretative sign and Kiosks
• Research Tax Incremental Funding (TIF) or special tax district to
determine if Sandy Hook Village is a candidate for this kind of structure
• Local environmental groups
• Local private grants for interpretative and historic signs
•
•
•
•

Meserve is one example that supports environmental and education projects
Banks, larger corporations, Starbucks
Eagle Scout Project
Girl Scout Project

• Sponsorship of signs
• Local Service Clubs
• Businesses

• Capitol Improvement funding
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• Involve the public works department from the start of
implementation
• Use easily repaired materials
• Use parts that are interchangeable (brackets, screws, poles,
etc.) so items can be purchased in bulk and stockpiled
• Develop a yearly maintenance strategy and monitor its
success
• Understand that a sign lifespan is approximately 10-15 years
• Maintenance cost on the sign is approximately 10% of the cost
of the sign. Budget accordingly
• Appoint an entity that will be responsible for the yearly
management of the sign maintenance
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• Sandy Hook Village is a destination within the Town of Newtown and the
Housatonic Region of Connecticut. This Sign and Wayfinding plan will provide the
tools to orient a visitor, help them decide on a route, provide route monitoring
devices and let them know they have arrived and where to go.
• Key attractions such as its dining and shopping establishments, historical assets,
environmental assets and recreational assets will be highlighted on the web, with
signs and with print maps and brochures
• Mobility to and through the village will be improved on the web, with signs and
with print maps and brochures
• The linkages between destinations will be reinforced on the web, with signs and
with print maps and brochures
• Mobility to leave the village will encourage the visitor to return

• The streetscape will be expanded to include more of the village and provide
more opportunities for walking and strolling
• Wayfinding is just one tool in a comprehensive plan for economic and
community development. Sandy Hook Village has a bright future if it continues
to implement the recommendations of the Market and Branding Study and the
Sign and Wayfinding Plans. But it still needs a comprehensive parking plan and
master plan which can provide a strategic vision for the kind of place Sandy Hook
Village will be in the years to come. Sandy Hook Village is a place to visit again
and again. Get Hooked on Sandy Hook.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

State and Local Regulations
State and Local permitting
Sign Standards and materials
Details on funding sources
Community Outreach information
Colors and Fonts for signs from Market and Branding Study
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